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Background
•

In January 2016 the Complaints Team undertook a best practice review
of the complaints management process within the Trust.

•

This was in response to the output from the Complaints Feedback
Survey report and known weaknesses in our system.

•

The paperwork was inspired by changes made and implemented at
United Lincolnshire Hospitals NHS Trust presented at a TDA National
Conference in December.

•

The paperwork was updated and the process initiated in February
2016.

•

The format has been endorsed by CQC and PHSO.

Complainants told us:
“complaint not dealt with within
timescales. These timescales
were not agreed they were
imposed.”

“remove the element of pre-prepared
excuses and the slant of presumed we
are correct in your wording”

“You need to live up to your
logo of ‘putting people first’”
“Some of the responses in
your letter were wrong”
“did you put into practice my
suggestions? Did anything happen?”

“by the time I received a response my
shoulder was already healing and I
was undergoing physio. It took so long
I couldn’t be bothered to take the
next steps.”

“more apologetic
and less defensive”

The Trust ought not to be defensive
about the care and services provided
and did not get to the root cause of
the problem of why proper care was
not provided to me”
“3x extensions!!! A new timescale
was advised not discussed or agreed…
3x extensions – lame reasons.”

Example:

Key issues identified:
•

Complainants prefer to speak to someone and find it helpful.

•

The wording of responses appears defensive.

•

Majority of respondents felt that their questions were not answered,
responses need to be focussed and comprehensive.

•

Agreed timescales need to be met, if this is not possible they need to
be renegotiated in agreement with the complainant, as per Trust policy.

•

Complainants need to be kept up to date on the progress of their
complaint.

•

The Trust needs to improve the process of assuring the complainant
that lessons have been learnt.

Key changes:
For Patients

For Staff
•

•

Simplified process

•

•
Phone call from Complaints Manager to
discuss complaint:
- To assure the complainant that their
•
complaint will be investigated
- To agree the scope of the investigation,•
to ensure that the response will answer
the complainants issues
•
- To agree the format of the response –
letter, e-mail, telephone call meeting
•
Clear communication
Tailored response

•
•

Simplified process
Clear accountability for addressing each
point in the complaint
Addresses the reported complexity of
bringing the response into a narrative
Format addresses the challenge of
drawing out learning and actions
Format makes transferring learning and
actions to Datixweb straightforward
Recording actions in Datixweb will give
the Divisions and the Trust a clear record
of learning and improvements made to
patient experience

Response template:

Choice of
introductory
paragraphs

Only
paragraph
that needs
creative
writing;
example
words –
drawing a
judgement

Choice of
process
paragraphs

Choice of
learning
process
paragraphs

So far……
•

The phone call from the Complaints Manager is appreciated.
- She is able to explain normal protocols and answer some generic questions
(e.g. explain the cause of cancelled procedures) and offer that initial
apology for their experience, which is valued.
- It’s an opportunity to identify any immediate issues to be resolved.

•

Six complaints have been resolved at the telephone call stage.

•

There appear to be fewer re-opened complaints but it is still early in the
process.

•

More work is needed on providing reassurance about lessons learnt from
complaints.

•

Staff have reported that they appreciate the focus of the template.

